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What comes after gray?

Diversity of Espora roofs
Ť For a walkable lawn, a turf roof is recommended, selecting lowmaintenance species (unfrequent mowing, low water need).
Raised ﬂoor with tiles can be installed in the most transited areas.
Ť For an extensive, non-walkable green roof creeping plants are
recommended: sedum sp. is an excellent option for its looks and
low maintenance (only requieres occasional watering support)
Ť Landscaped lawn, by planting an array of locally adapted species
(grass and ﬂowers that bring biodiversity and seasonal color).
Flowering time can be lengthened with occasional watering.
By laying tile walkways over the Espora module, an invaluable
sensorial experience emerges in the midst of the city.
Ť For an orchard, shallow rooted species can be planted directly
on the Espora module (a blend of salad leaf vegetables:
lettuce, arugula, spinach, lamb’s lettuce etc.) or using Metro
Huerto growing pouches, which come in different sizes (www.
metrohuerto.com)

Creeping plants

Orchards

Lawns

Perennials

Technical Specifications and ef ficiency
E SP ORA MODULE

COMPLE TE SYST EM

50mm

600mm

50mm

300mm

55mm

Dimensions

Dry weight: 12 Kg/m2
105mm

Water-saturated weight: 65 Kg/m2

Material:

Water retention in cells: 3,60 l/m2

100% recycled highimpact polystyrene.

Flexibility: The system adapts to the roof unevenness thanks
to the joints between pieces (90º concavity and 12º convexity)

Resistance per m2: Over 1.500 kg/m2

Drainage and aeration system: Lateral slots for substrate
aeration and drainage holes on the base of the module avoids
dampening the substrate.

Drainage
holes
Substrate
aeration holes

Module adjustment: Clip on top edge

Irrigation system adjustment: eases installation by
bridging over the tubing.
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Direct installation on roof
All-year-round installation

The ﬂexibility of the Espora modules allows them to
adapt to the unevenness of the roof, maintaining an
even moisture in the system: the modules, with built-in

Waterprooﬁng and standard drainage of the roof is
enough guarantee against water leaks. Being a raised
element with its own under-module drainage eliminates
the risk of leaking.

irrigation, prevent the water from moving downhill in the
substrate and leaving dry areas. This prevents a frequent
green roof problem that shows after some time and
spoils the greenery in sloped areas.

The clip system guarantees stability both in ﬂat and
sloped roofs.

INSTALLATION 1,2,3:

Trays can be manually sawed and adjusted to the roof
size.

1. Installation and adjustment of modules.

On ﬂat roofs, some modules can be reserved without
greenery and instead covered with 30 x 30 cm tiles,

3. Substrate ﬁlling and planting or unrolling of vegetable

2. Installation and adjustment of irrigation tubes.
blanket (turf lawn or sedum).

creating walkways.

Design Detail
Horizontal Plane*

Adaptation to curved roofs
* Possible raised ﬂoor (tile

Oblique angle up to 12º

walkway).
Sloped Plane

Storage
Delivery on European pallet (800 x 1200 x 1000): Each
pallet contains up to 210 units, adding up to approx 161,5 kg
weight (pallet included).
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Thermal behavior

Espora green roof system
The Espora system creates an efficient air chamber that, alongside
the substrate and greenery:
Ť1FSGPSNTBIJHIFSUIFSNBMJOTVMBUJPOUIBOPUIFSSPPGT
Ť %FMBZT UIF UIFSNBM XBWF BMNPTU  IPVST   IPVST NPSF UIBO B
conventional roof.

Comparative study between
roof types

Based on a comparative study for different rooﬁng
systems, insulated and uninsulated, with the following

1,64
Transmittance (W/m2.K)*

Delay (h)**

features:
Greenery: sedum | Substrate: thickness 5 cm | Insulation:

6,85

Conventional roof
without insulation

1,91

Green Espora roof
without extra insulation

0,47

Conventional roof with
insulation

0,49

Green Espora roof with
extra insulation

0,27

4,19

thickness 5 cm | Decking slab -thickness 25 cm- from
ceramic vaults.

82,15%

9,85

* Transmittance: the amount of energy that goes through the surface
of a building element with parallel ﬂat sides, when there is a thermal

4,19

17,85%

gradient between the surfaces.
** Thermal wave delay: the amount of time in which the thermal wave

9,73

Green roof impact in the
urban environment
Ť Improvement of air quality: the greenery captures urban
pollution particles: around 100 m2 of Stonecrop green roof
(Crassulaceae) takes 20 kg of PM air particles, an equivalent
to the yearly emissions of 15 cars (1)
Ť Greenery consumes CO2 as it grows: A green roof with 6
cm substrate and 100 m2 can ﬁx 13,8 kg of CO2 per year (2)
Ť Through this thermal insulation, buildings reduce their air
conditioning needs down 25% (2) and heating down 10%
(3), which directly implies reducing the Green House Effect
emissions, responsible for Climate Change.

goes from the outside into the inside of a building element.

Ť Acoustic and climatic comfort: by lowering 1ºC the
ambient temperature in town, they mitigate the Heat Island
effect and the creation of harmful gas. They also reduce
sound reﬂection in the city up to 3 dB, and 8 dB in acoustic
insulation for buildings. (5)
Ť Rainwater capture: green roofs absorb rainwater, reducing
and delaying runoff, which can collapse urban sewage in
intense rain episodes. They retain up to 40% of rainwater
and delay 18 minutes the peak of water in intense rain
episodes (6).
(1) US General Services Administration (2011) The Beneﬁts and
Challenges of Green Roofs on Public and Commercial Buildings.
(2) Vegetal ID. Green Roof Beneﬁts. www.vegetalid.us
(3) Kohler, M. (2009) Energetic Aspects of Green Roofs.
Proceedings International Green Roof Congress, Nuertingen (DE)
(4) Green Roofs White Paper (2014). https://efb-greenroof.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/12/efb_whitepaper_2015.pdf
(5) ASESCUVE www.asescuve.org
(6) Guide for the evaluation and design of Natural Solutions as
measures for mitigating and adapting to Climate Change. Tecnalia.
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Thermal performance of the Espora module varies

Green covers not only contribute to the insulation of facilities,

depending on:

but also can modify room temperature signiﬁcantly in cities.

ŤUIFBNPVOUBOEUZQFPGTVCTUSBUF
ŤUIFTVCTUSBUFŝTIVNJEJUZ

In this sense, they mitigate the urban heat island effect,

ŤUIFUZQFBOETUBUFPGWFHFUBUJPO

during the daytime and at night, improving the well-being
of the citizens.

ŤUIFBJSDIBNCFSWFOUJMBUJPO
ŤDPOUFYUVBMIZHSPUIFSNBMDPOEJUJPOT

Thermal characteristics

Based on theoretical calculations, an estimation
is made of Espora main values. It is important to
highlight that the behavior of green roofs varies
greatly depending on weather conditions, while their
surface temperature remains quite stable.

Main data:
Ť5IFSNBMSFTJTUBODF3 N2.K/W
Ť"EEJUJPOBMEFMBZPGUIFSNBMXBWF I
Ť&OFSHZBCTPSCFECZUIFSNBMNBTT 
Theoretical data for the Espora module calculations
Speciﬁc heat
(KJ/kg.K)
Vegetation and substrate

1424

Thermal conductivity
(W/m.K)
0,12

Extracted from Machado, Brito y Neila (1999).

Comparative study about the use of Espora module on different roofs

Espora with
Espora with
Espora without
insulation without insulation lightly
insulation
ventilation
ventilated

Conventional
without insulation

Inverted
insulated

Conventional
green

Transmittance U
(W/m2.K)

1,91

0,49

0,29

0,47

0,27

0,27

Delay (h)

4h

4h

9h

10h

10h

10h

Types of roof

Vegetation data (sedum) t=12cm, Substrate t=5cm, Insulation t=5cm, Decking slab t=25cm from ceramic vaults.

When comparing both a conventional, insulated roof and a
conventional, uninsulated one with an Espora roof we observe
that the transmittance of both decking slabs is similar, even
lower on the second one.
However, the thermal wave delay points at an important
difference: it is approximately doubled on the second one.
This means that, taking into account the daytime and nightly
cycles, we can preserve part of the energy between cycles.
For example: the heat from a sunny day would seep into the
room at night, at a time when it would be possible to ventilate,
avoiding high room temperatures.

Out of all analyzed roofs, best behavior is reached by insulating
the roof with a traditional material (extruded polystyrene) and
installing the Espora module over it. This way, we reach much
lower transmittances, preserving a delay gap from the thermal
wave of around 10 hours. A lower transmittance beneﬁts
climates where there are great temperature variations
between day and night, or extreme climates -very cold or very
hot, either seasonal or constant- and regulates the amount of
energy that gets through the roof; the delay controls the time
that it takes the energy to go through the partitions.
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Acoustical environment

Espora module’s acoustic characteristics depends on:

ŤUIFBNPVOUBOEUZQFPGTVCTUSBUF
ŤUIFTVCTUSBUFŝTIVNJEJUZ
ŤUIFUZQFPGWFHFUBUJPO

Acoustical characteristics

Based on different studies undertaken in similar
products, we make an estimation of the Espora
module main values. It is important to highlight
that there is currently very little scientiﬁc literature
dedicated to measuring the acoustic impact of
green roofs.

ŤUIFSFMBUJWFQPTJUJPOPGUIFTVCTUSBUF
ŤUIFDPOUFYUVBMDPOEJUJPOTOPJTF LJOEPGOPJTFFUD

Main data:
Ť.BTTQFSTVSGBDFVOJULHN2
Ť"WFSBHFDPFźJDJFOUPGBDPVTUJDBCTPSQUJPO Įm 
Ť'SFRVFODZDPFźJDJFOUPGBDPVTUJDBCTPSQUJPO

Green roofs not only contribute to the insulation of facilities
-indoors to outdoors or outdoors to indoors- but also can
absorb urban noise pollution.

GSPN)[]&TUJNBUF Į500 
GSPN)[]&TUJNBUF Į1000 
GSPN)[]&TUJNBUF Į2000 
Sound reduction index

In this sense, they contribute to urban well being by reducing
both outdoor noise -traffic or aircraft noise- and the noise
produced by indoor activities.

&TUJNBUFE#"ǻ3E#"GPSNFEJVNGSFRVFODJFT
 B  )[  Z  E#"  ǻ3  E#" GPS IJHI
frequencies -air chamber not includedŤ$PSSFDUJPOUFSNGPSJODJEFOUQJOLOPJTF $E#

When installed indoors, they are good acoustic absorbents,

Ť$PSSFDUJPOUFSNGPSDBSBOEBJSDSBGUOPJTF $trE#

improving acoustic comfort in the facilities. One study with
similar modules reduced reverberation in low frequencies
between 4,2 and 5,9 seconds.
Acoustic absorption class -ISO 11654,1997

It is important to highlight some features of the Espora module
acoustic behavior.
—The air chamber provides the Espora module with sound
isolation properties, which don’t appear in most of the
mentioned studies, therefore its performance is potentially
higher than mentioned.

Absorbent

Coefficient Įm

A
B
C
D
E
Unrated

Įm>0,9
 Įm 
 Įm 
 Įm 
 Įm 
Įm 

—Usually the substrate reduces the lower frequencies, while the
plants reduce the higher ones.
—It is relevant to highlight the importance of the vegetation
choice: Taller, rougher vegetation absorbs more noise than

We can assert that the Espora module performs as
an acoustic absorbent, considered as type B, C or D
according to the study. The height of vegetation and an
increased substrate improve the absorption capacity in
some frequencies.

others.
—Water saturation affects acoustic behavior signiﬁcantly, turning

Sources: Manso et al. 2017; Azkorra et al. 2014.;
Connely et al. 2008. ISO 11654,1997

it into a continuous material.
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